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In this example we are going to only show the rows in the target radio button grid questions for which
any of a specified set of column answers were checked in the source grid.

For this to work, the target grid question must be setup with row titles as from the source checkbox grid
question.

Note: This script can work with conditional piping from a Checkbox Grid question to any other Grid question, as
all Grid questions in SurveyGizmo have the same structure, with each row corresponding to a separate question
id.

Example survey (4th to 5th page): http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/2158470/Custom-

Piping-Filtering

OR

Want to download this survey to your account so you can play with it? Just click here.

Estimated implementation and testing time: 5-10 minutes

T his script uses the following custom scripting functions:

sgapiArrayFlip

sgapiGetT ableQuestionT itles

sgapiGetValue

sgapiHideQuestion

sgapiIn_Array

sgapiCount

sgapiJumpT oPage

The Script
T he script below requires the for us to plugin the question id of the source checkbox grid question, the
question id of the target radio button grid question, the id of the next page to jump to (should there be
nothing to display on the page with the target question), and an array with the comma-separated, single
quote marks enclosed names for each of the options from the checkbox grid columns you would like to
be in the qualifying answers to have that row displayed in the target radio button grid question.

%%source_id = 34;
%%target_id = 3;
%%next_page_id = 6;
%%target_options = array('I have played this game frequently','I used to own this gam



%%target_options = array('I have played this game frequently','I used to own this gam
e','I still own this game'); //this is the array of options which qualify that row fo
r being shown in the subsequent grid if one of them is ticked

%%checkboxtable = sgapiArray_Flip(sgapiGetTableQuestionTitles(%%source_id)); //row ti
tle => id
%%radiotable = sgapiArray_Flip(sgapiGetTableQuestionTitles(%%target_id)); //row title
 => id

%%hidden_rows = 0;
foreach(%%checkboxtable as %%title => %%id) { //loop through the checkbox grid questi
on rows

   %%row_values = sgapiGetValue(%%id); //get the values, each row is like a separate 
checkbox question
   sgapiHideQuestion(%%radiotable["%%title"], true); //initially hide the correspondi
ng row from the radio button grid
   %%hidden = true;
   foreach(%%row_values as %%value) { // loop through the checkbox question row

      if(sgapiIn_Array(%%value, %%target_options)){ // if the value checked is in the
 target options array, then unhide the corresponding row in the radio grid

         sgapiHideQuestion(%%radiotable["%%title"], false); //initially hide the corr
esponding row from the radio button grid
         %%hidden = false;

      }

   }
   
   // here we increment the counter for hidden rows in the radiobutton grid
   if(%%hidden === true) {

      %%hidden_rows += 1;

   }

}

if(%%hidden_rows == sgapiCount(%%radiotable)) {



   sgapiJumpToPage(%%next_page_id);

}

In the script above you will need to customize variables highlighted in yellow in order to make the script
work the way you'd like.

Required Customizations

%%source_id1 - T his variable will indicate the question ID of the source Checkbox Grid question.

%%target_id - T his variable will indicate the question ID of the target grid question.

%%next_page_id  - T he page to jump to if no options are selected in the Checkbox Grid question such
that the corresponding rows are displayed in the target grid question (and therefore this question has
no rows so the page should be skipped).

%%target_options  - T he array of options ticked per row which you wish to qualify that row for being
displayed in the target grid question, formatted as you see in the script, encased in single or double
quotes and comma separated with no comma after the last one.

Scripting and Other Out-of-the-Box Customizations

We’re always happy to help you debug any documented script that is used as is. T hat said, we do
not have the resources to write scripts on demand or to debug a customized script.

If you have customization ideas that you haven't figured out how to tackle, we're happy to be a
sounding board for SurveyGizmo features and functionality ideas that might meet your
customization. Beyond this, you might want to consult with someone on our Programming Services
T eam; these folks might have the scripting chops to help you to achieve what you are looking for!
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